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It’s nice to think back on a busy life
By Bob Trogman
As I sit back in my computer chair I am contemplating what I should write for this month’s issue. It seems that in my category of semi-
retirement I’m busier now than in my previous fulltime career and I’ve been accepting all kinds of graphic problems. Problem solving has 
always been my major occupation; but selecting the subject for this article needed some inspiration.
  Mrs. Type suggested that we go for a bike ride and that should open up the thought processes. Living in the desert during winter has an 
advantage such as eating breakfast outdoors and watching the traffic roll by. I commented on a typeface used as signage on a passing truck. 
I summarized to my wife the history of how I made the font and the subsequent fonts that were copied from it. She said, “that’s a topic you 
haven’t covered Dr.”.
  I started making fonts in 1963 and a lot of my fonts have been revived for the computer. In those days all fonts were drawn by hand and 
required hundreds of hours to make. I still can remember the history aached to all of them.
 In Example 1, I show a font called Celtic that I made from a leering style that was shown in the Speedball leering book printed in the 
early 1930’s. I then made a bold version with some additional swash charaers. 10 years aer the release, Linotype made the font under the 
name of University Roman and changed the design of a couple of charaers. is happened many times more than I could write about. 
Time heals all wounds they say and so I have learned to accept the copying of my fonts.
  In Example 2, I show of some of the novelty fonts that I produced. Blippo Black was a take-off from an early alphabet from the Bauhaus. 
It originally had only a lowercase, so I added the capitals. e designer of the all-lowercase font, Herbert Bayer; he believed that capitals 
were unnecessary. His widow wrote me a strong leer criticizing me for copying her deceased husband’s work.
  I used to do work in the movie title business and some of the title designers would come up with a modified version of a basic font. In the 
case of Broadway Bold, I got a call from Sam Bronstein at Pacific Title asking me if I could make this font because the original Broadway 
font needed thicker lines in order to read beer on film. e use of leering in movie titles runs the risk of being filled in by the color 
emulsion; therefore, the “emulsion creep” must be considered. In color printing the “trapping” of color is also an important part of 4-color 
process.
  ere was a period in the late 70’s when a lot of font makers were aacking popular designs with the all-powerful xacto knife. Eurostile as 
a type is very popular, so the font Corporate is really Eurostile with some cosmetic surgery performed on it. With the sharp blade it was 
easy to make stencil types.
  e story behind Handel Gothic is interesting and has a twist in the final result. About 35 years ago I was working with the Saul Bass 
design studio and there was a graphic designer by the name of Don Handel. He knew that I was making fonts and he asked me to do the 
font for the “new” Continental Airlines logo. It wasn’t too long aer that the Visual Graphics Corp. had a font design contest and Don 
submied the Continental Gothic, but with a lowercase. A commiee of experts rejected the design, and I became the heir to the original 
art. I made the first fonts and then a division of Xerox requested a lightweight version of the now famous Handel Gothic; hence, Handel 
Gothic Light.
  Handel Gothic is probably the most pirated font family ever to be put on a computer. I have never received any royalties or even 
recognition for the introduction to the public.
  ere are times when I have stumbled on to sign leering that I have made fonts from. From a picture in a Belgium magazine I built the 
font family called Roberta (named for my daughter). I did some promotion with the font using some Spanish phrases. Mexican food 
companies started using Roberta for their logo as well as the City of Carson adopted the font for their street signs. As yet, no computer 
font has been made, Dan X. Solo has promised to digitize it for Dover Publications.
  ere was a period in my career that I was reviving old wood type designs and I modeled the Rubens family aer an 19th century font. I 
had purchased reproduction proofs from the Rob Roy Kelly wood type collection and that gave me a resource for about 100 fonts.
  At one time I had a lot of free lance artists working on designs that I had submied to them and a prominent Detroit leering man sent 
me a font that he named aer his granddaughter Sarah Elizabeth. As you can see the font is rather rough, but interesting and this font has 
been copied on many computer fonts under the names of Fajita, Tostada and other Spanish sounding names.
  Many times I would find a leering style that could be morphed. e typeface Binner hadn’t been revived yet so I made for font for a 
record company that was doing an album with a W.C. Fields impressionist called Uncle Bill.
  Probably one the most recognized fonts that I have ever made is Yagi Double. (See Example 3) You might recognize as the font used for 
CNN.
  Font making today is relatively easy, but the rewards are minimal. Font making programs like Macromedia’s Fontographer can take 
scanned artwork and but them into a font scheme as well as give you any kind of format. In Example 4 I took Handel Light “A” and with 
two strokes it became Handel Bold. You can even make multiple master fonts with the program. I think I paid around $400 for the 
program and it has served me well for the last 4 years. ere is another program designed in Germany call FontLab, but it was released for 
PC’s only.



  I do get a bit controversial at times when I show my preferences toward Mac’s. I base my bias on having had to learn on a PC first and 
through comparison have arrived at a point where I am a Mac addict. I must be careful to keep my preferences to myself these days, as I’m 
teaching design classes in all PC-Windows environments.
  anks for taking the time to be on this typographical journey with me. Typeface questions are gladly accepted on my email: 
rtrogman@dc.rr.com 


